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I. INTRODUCTION 
I. Introduction 
Four years in the classroom and tive years experience as a school aelmin­
istrator have convinced me that the traditional school, while very good tor 
most students, does little to prepare many lov-aebieving 1tud.ents tor succesa­
tul adjustment to adulthood and to the world of' work. 
I a by no means the first person to believe this and neither is this 
a recent revelation. Me:o.y educators have la.mented this problem and many 
ideas on hov to handle it have been auggested and tried. 
This paper is not a oriticiam of any program, past or present, that hu 
been developed or that has evolved in Decatur, Illinois, or any school district 
in the United Ste:tes. It 1s simply an investigation ot th• latest in a. long 
list of' id•a• that have been promoted on how beat to educate low achieving 
students. I would be leas than candid. though, if' I did not admit that I 
think tbe concept of alternative schools is the moat meaningtul and hopeful. 
idea in education since tbe beginning ot tree. public schools. 
Many peopie also abare thia viewpoint and, as a result, many alternative 
schools are being started across the country. This rapid proliferation or 
alternative schools has been aided by the,.more than obviOus "learning problems of 
many students. The high rate ot unemployment and underemployment• the rising 
welfare coats, the increaliog divorce rate, the surplua of college educated 
proteHionals. the shortage ot skilled crattsmen, and the epidemic propor-
tions ot venereal diseases in the United States show that in many ways the 
traditional schools have tailed. Theae problems can be solved and the achoola 
do have a major role to plq. Ropetully , alternative schools vill make this 
role mor• effective. 
No one does a study or this type. or reaches the point in his education­
al career where he is a.ble to do a study of this type, vithout the help, the 
dedication, e.nd the encouragement of many people. I am no exception. I 
would especially like to acknowledge :four men - Dr. Robert V. Shuff, Dr. 
Walter C. Garland, Dr. Gerhard c. Matzner, and. Dr. Donald W. Smitley. 
I would also like to thank my family for their love and patience. 
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II. ALTERNATI'B SCHOOLS: 
A UVIEW OF TD LITIRATURE 
II. Alternative Schools: A Review ot the Literature 
Alternative Schools Defined 
The definition of alternative schools is, at best, somewhat amorphous. 
Some authors have defined alternative schools in terms of their process ehe.r­
acterietics or their outcom.ta, such as participatory decision making or the 
development of individual interests. others define alternative schools as 
a strategy tor effecting che.nge.l 
The differing c01'.l.ceptions of alternative schools then can be divided, 
rather rougbl;r, into two schools or thought. The first view the concept 
as alternatives to edueatioa. Ordinarily, this means alternatives to estab­
lished public and private schooling. This idea has been promoted by Ivan 
Illich, Ev-erett Reimer, John Holt� and others. Among other things, the idea 
here is to have each person assume the right to arrange his or her own educa­
tion and that schools e.s such may actually interfere vith real education. 
The Civil Rights movenutnt with its history ot temporary "freedom sohools11 and 
the so-called counter-cultural aapirations of the 70's are pa.rt of this view 
or alternatives. 
The other main view of alternative schoola is connected with the modifi­
cation of the standardization within public schools through plural education. 
This group is made up mostly ot persons within the established system of 
public schools. Thia group baa stimulated many' of the public school al.terne.­
tives and has the most to do with whether alternatives, or options as they 
are also cal.ledt become a serious 110vement or a passing :fad. 
Because of the broad range of -participants in alterne.t1 vea and in the 
light of their differing philosophical and political positions, the tendency 
for mixing 8.ll of them into one overall concept of alternatives has led to 
------ -------- --------
------ -------- --------
------ -------- ----------
6. 
contusion on the part of parents, teachers, students, and school administra­
tors. The serious development of alternatives within the pu'blic schools 
will depend a great deal, there tore, on the e.ccepta.bili ty of the idea by 
mainstream parents, teachers and school a.dminietra.tors.2 Those interested 
in developing alternatives can ma.ke the idea a.eeeptable to the mainstream by 
demonstrating a need for their existence. 
The Need For Al te.rnati ve School.a 
It is not difficult for one to show a need for alternative schools. Any-". 
one who has ever worked with children realizes they all learn at different 
speeds and solve problems with a variety of techniques. 
Perhaps it was ata.ted best by Mario D. Fantini when he wrote, 
"The problem of providing a pluralistic, technologically advanced 
societ1 vi.th universal quality education continues to be a problem 
requiring a ba.aio reform or our educational institutions. Because 
quality education has an important survival value in today's world, 
the absence of it becomes increasingly a matter of personal urgency. 
It is difficult, if not impossible, tor a monolithic system of 
public education to respond to the different conceptions of qual.ity 
education held by a pluralistic society, and consequently these 
di:t'ferencea result in increased eonfrontations."3 
One ot the characteristics of a democratic society is the choices its 
citizens have in important aspects of their daily lives. Citizens in a 
democre.ay should expect to have options in governmental policies, products 
and markets, vocations and &vocations, places of residence and work, leisure 
time activities, m•dical and dental care, transportation, the mass media., 
education, religion, and social lite. Options are available in our society 
in all but one of these areas. For most of the families in this country, 
there are no choices in elementary- and secondary education. 
This lack of choice in elementary and secondary education has led to 
frustration on the part of many students, parents, and educators. The 
7• 
attempts to alleviate this frustration have produced a unique and interest-
ing history ot development ot alternative schools. 
Hi.atoa Of' ;Alternative School;�. 
This country is 200 years old. During the first 150 years more learning 
alternatives were available than are available todayl 
Private schools have always been utilized by families 'that could afford 
them a.nd parochial schools have �n utilized by those that preferred them. 
Enrollment in nonpublic schools. however, il! at an all-time low today, which 
would indicate that these alternatives are available to fever and fewer 
students. In the &lt"icultural and frontier society of our first 100 years, 
children could quit school tor on-the-job training in farming and other 
occupations. Apprenticeships tor children were common. 
During the next f'itt:r years, u our society evolved trom agricultural. 
to industrial, opportunitiea tor on-the-Job training increased, with many 
children working in plants and :factories. Indeed, more school-age children 
were working than going to school, many ot them under 10 years or age. 
Whether desirable or not, work •a.a a learning alternative to schooling tor 
our first 150 years. As more adult laborers immigra:ted to this country, as 
labor unions developed, and as child. labor laws were enacted, apprenticeships, 
on-the-Job traizling, and regular work tor those of school age became less and 
leSB available. 
At the beginning ot the twentieth century fewer than 10% ot all youth 
in the United States completed high school. High school and grammar school 
programs were academically oriented to prepare those tev who would finish 
high school to go on to college. Most educators recognized that many 
students did not learn veil in this a.ae.dendc setting. Only a tew were 
expected to succeed. The development of vocational schools was an effort 
8. 
to provide an alternative tor many students who wou1d have otherwise dropped 
out to r�e a declining Job mark.et for school-age youth. Ala the compulsory 
school age was extended, more and more students were forced to attend public 
school. By 1950, the majority of' sohool-e.ge children had no other a.lterne.­
tive. 
Within a period of thirty years (1920-1950), those conventional schools 
that had been eliminating a majority of' students before gra.dua.tion from high 
school were expected to provide mass elementary and secondary education for 
aJ.1 children. The schools had been committed to an impossible tult, but it 
took a while tor educators and the general public to realize it.4 
A f'ev communities realized. before others that the Bingle standard 
school could not meet the needs ot every student. Interesting enough, one 
ot the first changes in types ot schools vaa in Nev York City in 1938 when 
the Bronx High School of Science was started tor talented students. In 1964 
the Metropolitan Youth Education Center was started in Denver tor dropouts 
and potential dropouts. A few communities wanted to change all schools, as 
in the move toward. open elementary education in North Dakota in 1965. But 
to the general public, the impetus for the alternative public school began 
with the Parkwq Program in Philadelphia in 1969 when J.43 high school students 
took to the streets or the city without really leaving sahool:.. In this 
situation the students found their classrooms, their curr1cu1a, and some of 
their teachers from among the resources of the city. Also in 1969 the 
Berkeley Community School was started, a. school tor over 255 students that 
attempted to maximize student self-expression. The Chicago Public High 
School for Metropolitan Studies (Metro) followed in 1970. 
9. 
From these tew alternative schools ca.me the impetus for a large number 
of changes . For example, in Berkeley in 1972-73 students eould choose from 
among 23 alternatiYe schools and programs :plus the conventional school. On 
March 13, 1973, the Minneapolis School Board voted to try to offer alterna­
tive educational styles to all elementary students in the city by the fall 
of 1976. Philadelphia nov operates over 60 alternative schools and programs 
at the secondary level. A 1973 study by students, comm.unity members, and 
professionals in Los Angeles recommended 25 alternative schools and programs 
at the high school level. Multiple options are also currently available in 
Ann Arbor Mld Grand Rapids, Michigan; Cherry Creek a.nd Jefferson County, 
Colorado; St. Paul, Minnesota; Seattle, Washington; and Madison, Wisconsin, 
just to name a fev.5 
In 1970 tbe Center for Options in Public Education was started at 
Indiana University in an attempt to study, document, and promote the develop­
ment of alternative public schools. The Center is under the directorship of 
Vernon H. Smith. Working out of this Center, under the directorship of 
Daniel J. Burke, is the International Consortium for Options in Public 
Education. The Consort1Wr1 publishes the newsletter Ch8:lllin5 Schools, occa­
sional papers, and a directory of optional alternative public schools. The 
Consortium also sponsors regional conferences in all parts of the United 
States. Membership in this Consortium is available to public school systems, 
teacher training institutions� educational organizations, and individuals. 
Some state education departments have also become actively involved in 
the promotion of &lternative schools. For example, the Illinois Office of 
Education, operating from the premise that the public education system pro­
vides a better framework tor positive educational change, developed a process 
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and structure to support comprehensive positive educational change. It is 
called the Illinois Network tor School Development {I.NSD). 
Working through the INSD, the state assumes the leadership role by act­
ing as a catalyst to encourage and stimulate schools and individuals to work 
together in a systematic and organized fashion. When fully developed, the 
INSD will reach 1357000 students through a total of 45 school districts or 
consortia ot districts.6 
The developments discussed above are but a fev of the major ones that 
have occurred relative to alternative schools in the past few years. Many 
individuals and organikations have contributed to the changes that have been 
made. As with other changes in the field of education, these developments 
have produced a variety of opinions concerning the merits of alternative 
schools. 
Reactions To Alternative Schools 
Prior to l9TO, alternative public schools were little talked about &nd 
very seldom referred to in the educational literature, but by 1973 a Gall.op 
Poll reflected support for the idea by both the lay public and professionals 
(62 percent of parent s, 80 percent of professional. educators indicated that 
it is a good idea}.7 
In their 'brief existence the alternative schools have also attracted 
a small, but prestigious, circle of eri tics. Albert ShHtker of the American 
Federation of Teaehere, bas expressed concern with what he perceives as un­
fair comparisons between the alternative schools and th• conventional 
schools.8 Robert Hutchins of the Center for the Study of Democratic In­
stitutions, favors plurality of modes of education to meet the learning needs 
of all members of society, but is critical of those who wish to de-school 
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society.9 Harry Broudy, editor of Educati� Foru:m.,10 and Mortimer Smith 
of the Council for Basic Education,ll both fail to aee the difference be-
tween the non-public tree schools and the optional alternative public schools. 
Another area or concern 11 how colleges react to students vho h•ve attend-
ed alternative public kigh schools. To date, admissions and placement into 
colleges have not been a problem when admissions otticere have been informed 
about the schools' programs. Many teacher education inat1tutions have also 
developed programs to prepare personnel tor various roles in alternative 
public schoola. 
The most important reaction concerning alternative public schools is 
that ot the school's owu community. Since the alterna.tive exists u an 
option,. the crucial teat is whether it attracts and holds students. Many 
communities report great success with their alternative schools. .h an 
example, the Metropolitan Youth Center, operated Jointly by the Denver and 
Jefferson County Public Schools, served over 10,000 dropouta and potential 
dropouts between 1964 and. 1973. 
Ma.ny ot the criticisms of public altern&tive schools can be eliminated 
by selecting the proper alternative or alternatives tor a given community. 
'L'his selection process can be improved by the establishment or a aet of cri-
teria tor alternatives. 
Criteria For Selecting Alternatives 
There ia no beat set or ground rules, or criteria, from which to legiti-
mize an alternative school. There has been enough experience gained from the 
various alternative schools around the country, however. to suggest the 
following set ot criteria tor the selection of a proper alternative. 
Alternatives should: 
1. not be superimposed on the participants, but a matter or choice for 
12• 
teachers, pa.rents, and students. 
2. be viewed as another way of providing education alongside the exist­
ing program, which continues to be legitimate. 
3. not practice any form of exclusivity with regards to race, religion 
or wealth of individuals. 
4. have e. comprehensive set ot educational objectives that deal with 
work careers, citizenship, talent development, intellectual and emotional 
growth, problem solving, critical thinking, and so forth. 
5. not cost more money per student than existing programs. The idea 
is to make a wiser use of existing tunds. 
6. have a plan for adequate eve.luation.12 
Alternatives selected on the basis of these criteria should be readily 
accepted and supported by communities wishing to equip the citizens with the 
skills needed for social, political, and economic survival. Another important 
aspect ot community acceptance of alternative schools is the goals that are 
established for them to accomplish. 
Goals For Alternative Schools 
Goals are the cornerstones or a successful enterprise. Without proper 
goals, a great deal of time, effort. money, and public support can be lost. 
Kncving this, most planners and implementors of alternative schools have 
established goals tor these schools that are motive.ting, attainable, and based 
upon the needs or a given community. Some example& of goals tor alternative 
school are as rollovs: 
1. Encouraging the retention of youngsters who might othervise give 
up an opportunity to continue their formal education. 
2. Developing different ways for students and teachers to relate. 
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3. Increasing opportunities for students to determine their own lee.m­
ing experiences. 
4. Enabling students to search for new ways of gaining knovledge. 
5. Al owing teachers to use in ovative methods in their interactions 
with students. 
6. Shaping the learning environment so that it functions as a setting 
suitable tor many educatione.l purposes. 
7. Addressing personal problems of students that may interfere with 
their ability and desire to learn.13 
The abo..,e goals were developed tor an alternative program designed to 
help in the areas of' student &lienation, basic skills improvement, human 
relationships, motivation, career development, and attendance. Of course, 
no one set of' objectives would be appropriate tor all alternative programs 
or all communities. The goals e.re ae diverse as are the types or alternatives 
that have been developed. 
'l'zl!!• Of. Alte,rnative Schools 
Realizing that a pluralistic society can not adjust to a monolithic 
educational process, more and rnore educators are vieving alternative schools 
as the answer to the problem. If alternative schools are to truly serve 
their purpose, each community should have an alternative school that is at 
least a little unique. There are enough similarities. however, to make it 
possible to look at them by types. These are some ot the more common types. 
l. Open Schools 
Learning activities in these schools are more individualized 
and are organized around learning centers within a classroom or within the 
school building. The St. Paul Open School and the Brown Open School in 
14. 
Louisville, Kentucky, are two examples. These two schools each enroll approxi­
mately 400 eiementary and secondary students. 
2. Magnet Schools and Learning Centers 
These schools and centers are oriented toward a specific 
interest area; e.g., the visua.1 and performing arts. the musical arts, the 
sciences, environmental studies. Sometimes these schools are designed for 
particularly gifted students. The Berkeley High School of the Arts is an 
exam.ple of this type of school. 
3. Schools Without Walls 
One of the first modern alternative public schools was the 
Parkway Program in Philadelphia which is still going strong. It was a leader 
in making extensive and syst�matie use of community facilities for education­
al purposes, holding classes in otfiee buildings, museums, and public libraries. 
ParkYS\Y has no school building in the conventional sense. 
4. Drop-out, Drop-in Schools 
These are centers for youngsters who have dropped out of regu­
lar schools and for potential dropouts. Sometimes the educational program is 
combined with a community-living center. Number Nine in New Haven, Connect­
icut� was one of the first efforts to provide this kind of educational oppor­
tunity. 
5. Alternatives for Disruptive Students 
Some schools are trying to stabilize their conventional schools 
by creating alternative schools with programs designed to give disruptive 
students enhanced self-il!l.&gee and other kinds of help. Philadelphia has some 
30 alternative schools designed explicitly to salvage the disruptive student. 
6. Free Schools 
These schools tend to be more radical in ideology and looser 
1 5 . 
in structure than other alternative forms and they strive to help young 
people and adults learn to live together in an atmosphere of freedom. Pac i fic 
High School in Palo Alto , Cali fornia , is  an example . Most tree schools are 
non-public . 
1 .  Freedom Schools 
Chiefly community-based and developed , these are schools 
operated by and for blacks and other ethnic minorities . They stress ethnic 
studies and basic learning skills . Harlem Prep in New York City was one of 
the first and is probably the beat known of this type of alternat ive school . 
Most freedom schools are also non-public . 
8 .  Career Schools 
These are newly developed alternatives that are trying to find 
new ways for young people to gain greater knowledge of careers and to acquire 
more useful job skills . The Career Academy , operated by Research for Better 
Schools , is one ot s everal such schools that have been :funded by the U . S .  
Office of Education . 
9 .  Survival Schools 
These are not real y schools in any usual sense of the word . 
Rather , they are groups of adult s who ta.ke young people into challenging 
natural environments to teach them bow to get a.long together � how to brave 
the elements ,  and b.ov to discover who they really are . Outward :Bound was one 
of the first such efforts , and it has encouraged a host of followers . 14 
Another example of an alternative is the Multi-Culture Schools in 
Berkeley . Cal.if'ornia . These schools include children c arefully selected on 
the basis of diversity of race � socio-economic status , a.ge , and sex .  During 
part of the school day the students meet and work together . At other times 
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they meet in their ovn ethnic , social , or educational. groups , learning their 
own culture , language , customs , history , and heritage , or other special eur­
rieulmn ; later , these aspects are shared with the wider group . 15 
The above are the me.Jor types of alternative schools .  Althous;h they are 
all uniquely different , they all sha�• s ome common charaoteristies . 
l .  They are significantly di fferent from their conventional counter­
part s in curriculum and in instructional. practices . 
2 .  They strive for greater involvement of staff and students in dec ision 
malting than i s  the caee in most regular schools . 
3 .  They are more flexible and , the:ret'ore , more responsive to evolution 
and. planned change . 
4 .  They tend to make more extensive use of community resources and 
facilities . 
5 .  They ueual.ly have a commitment to be more responsive to some com­
munity need or needs than conventional schools have been . 
6 .  They a.re most often comparatively small schools with student bodies 
ranging trom. 30 to 400 . 
All these alternative programs and schools have come about because some­
one or some group perceived a need tor their existence .  A great dee.l of 
leadership i s  required , however , to i111Pletnent an alternative , even after the 
need has been established . 
H!lElementins Alternative Schools 
If the powers that be have examined their situation , have determined 
that an alternative school is needed , have established the goals for the 
school , have agreed upon the type of alternative s chool , and have documented 
the level of interest , they are then ready" to de&l vi th some of the various 
aspects of implementing an alt ernative school . 
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Implementing an alternative school involves a goodly amount of planning 
if the venture is to be eucceH :t'ul .  Not everyone , however , aharea this view. 
Dwight w.  Allen teels that , 
"one of the significant weaknesses ot most strategies ot educa­
tiou.l. chance is the preoccupation with pre-planning . Our tradition 
is to establi ah all sorts of planning mechaniaism ,  plan. up a storm, 
&11d then have onl7 a little energy let't over tor correcting our 
miataltes . Also , once we have implemented our plans , ,,. have so 
much inYested in the direction of that implementation that it i s  
really bard to change . To change takes another huge planning 
seHion , and that i1 just terribly ditticult to come up with . 
!Cnoving that this is auch a problem , we plan even more feverishly 
to 118.ke sure the initial direction is right . "16 
Although it is  hard to dispute Allen ' s logic , those reaponsible for 
implementing an al.terna.tive acbool should do enough. pre-planning to give the 
alternative achool a fair cha.nee ot being auoceseful . Establishing quantita-
tive stud.ards and. satisfying state law requirements , developing a curriculum, 
financing the alternative achool , acquiring statt member• . and administering 
and evaluating an alternative achool are all very important upecta that re­
quire a great amount of planning and decision malting . 
One would sometimes like to e.asume a cavalier attitude toward all the 
laws and regulations concerning achoola and simply sq tbat all a school has 
to do is meet the needs of' the students .  Thia i a  especially true or alterna-
tive achoola . many ot' wbich are avant-garde . 
Surpriaingly enough , there are no special guidelines tor alternative 
schools in Illinois . The regulations concerning achoola in the School Code 
of Illf.no1• apply to all public schools . 17 
Thia is not true ot the North Central Assooiation of Colleges and Schools , 
'Which has a set of policies and standards tor the approval ot a.lt.ernati ve 
schools . Those school di stri ct s  wi shing to have their alternative schools 
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accredited must satis fy twel"lfe standaTds adopted by the AHociation in 1974 . 18 
In addition to standards establisbect by state or regional accrediting 
associations , Bruc e  Howell thinks there are at least two other area.a that re­
quire the setting ot standards tor alternative achools . 19 They e.re the .ata.nd­
ards concerned with student admittance and the standards ot legitimization , 
which are the atandards or acceptance by the state , the community and the 
school ' •  peers . 
An alternative school that will be readily accepted i s  one that ha.a a 
currioulua baaed. upon the needs and goal.a o'f the student• and the community . 
Alternative School. Curricula 
Alterna,ive sohoolera are otten oontronted with the misinformed as sump­
tion that what goes on in alternative schools i s  something lets substantive 
with rep.r4 to buie 1ltill• aad. overal  curriculum than 1n traditional acho la . 
In gen•ral , the eurriclllum in the altenl&tive achool seems to be more compre­
hensive than the curriculum ot the traditional school , perh&pa because tradi­
tion aote u a constraint 011 curricular change . The alternative school , with 
little or no tradition , can be more responsive to the curricular needs ot 
their atudenta . Thi• 1a ou ot the biggeat selling points ot an alternative 
achool . 
Aleo , alternative schools are systematically developing new and 
dif'terent curricula along Yitb the equally important methods . human resources , 
materials , learning climates , ud time utili zation that often determine curric­
ular ette<-tiveneH . The "do your own thing" concept , which is otten assumed 
to be the curriculum bash in alternative schools , has no more place in them 
that\ it does in traditional. schools . 
In its broadest sens e , curriculum includes these a1x component s -
persons , places , times , methods , material s , and eontent . 20 Most aJ.terna.tive 
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schools consider how these components va:ry with the uniqueness of the people 
involved. . For example , "persons'' refers to all people involved. in the educa­
tional process ( students , teachers , administrators . parents , and other commun­
ity members ) .  Teachers become :managers ot learning activities , facilitators , 
and guides and students become involved in designing and implementing their 
educational activities . Students m&¥ become "teachers" of other students and 
lay persona may play a role as resources , as 0teachers" , and as aides . Above 
all , alternative schoolers viev education as a people busineas .  
Looking at the "pla.ces 11 aspect o'f' curriculum , much or what i s  education­
ally relevant in contemporary times falls out side ot school classrooms . 
Learning theorist• state that most learning is acquired through experience 
and that people tend to learn more readily what is relevant to their individua.l 
needs . utilizing these theories , alternative s chools have expanded the variety 
and number of places in which learning ean take place . 
Utilizing "time" effectively in education is a concern that alternative 
school personnel are confronting . In general. , learning activities te.lte pre­
cedence over time .  That is , learning tasks determine tim.e usage , rather than 
have the clock determine the length of a given learning experience . Thi s 
method of using time is essential since teaching and learning styles require 
variability in the amount of time needed for suecesatul learning . Th.ere is 
no master schedule in some alternative s chools . 
Di fference• in the "methodat' dimension ot curriculum are also explored 
in alternative schools . Teachers are encouraged to expres s their individ­
uality in terms of teaching style1 , talent s , interests , skills , and training . 
TeaOhers practicing al.most a.ny methodological technique are likely to be 
success ful i f  that technique i s  a comfortable and natural one . Doing what 
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one does best in a climate conducive to the succes s ot a learning activity 
should produce more effective lea.min� and teaching . 
As curricular opportunities a.re expanded by establishing alternative 
schools , the availability ot umaterials " is also expanded. . Using community 
resources automatically offers a wealth of materials for both teacher• and 
students . When student s are involved in designing some ot their learning 
experiences , they frequently bring materials or identity material.a that will 
help them achieve what they have set out to do .  
Finally . with regard to ncontentn . the rn&Jor component of curriculw:n , 
the significance of alternative school curriculum is based not upon the 
acquisition of new learning or new information • but rather the attachment ot 
new meanings to information that is already known or readily available . In 
a technological society , it is impossible to teach or experience &11 of tbe 
new information available 1n &nT given decade . What is essentia.1 is acquir­
ing skills that will enable people to deal effectively with the s igni ficance 
and meanings of new information . Being able to comprehend , adJust , and cope 
with new information i s  as important as the new information itsel f .  
In the final analysis , t he  content o f  the curriculum of an alternative 
school will be determined by the obj ectives of the school itself . 
The depth and breadth of curriculum offered will be effected by the 
uniqueness of the staff . The finances available will affect both the obj ectives 
formulated and the staff that is made available . 
li'inancin5 Alt ernativ� Schools 
The financial woes of Nev York City , the troubled budgets of various 
states , the rate of inflation , and the dwindling numbers of school-age 
children are separately and concurrently clouding the financial picture for 
school s and school planners . During the :past decade the cost ot public 
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education increased at a faster rate than the growth of the national economy . 
This phenomenon is not likely to continue . 
The results of th.is increased spending have not been all good . Address-
ing the 9lst Congress , President Nixon stated : 
"The best available evidence indicates that most of the COI!lJ?Ctnsa.­
tory education programs have not meaaurably helped poor children 
catch up .  
Recent findings on the two largest such programs are particu­
larly disturbing . We nov spend more than $1 billion a year for 
educational programs nm under Title I of the Elementary and 
Secondary Education Act . Most of these have stressed the teach­
ing of reading , but before-and-after tests suggest that only 19% 
of the children in such programs improve their reading signifi­
cantly ; 13% appear to fall behind more than expected ; and more 
than two-third.a of the children remain unaffected - that is , 
they continue to tall behind . In our Head.eta.rt program , where 
so much hope i s  invested , we find that youngsters enrolled only 
for the summer achieve al.most no gains , and the gains of those 
in the program for a full year are eoon matched by their non­
Headst&rt claHma.tes :from simile.rl.y poor backgrounda . 1121 
How :much should education cost ? '.Perhaps more important than how much 
should be spent , i s  what th• money should be spent for . Spending more money 
to improve a monolithic system results in doing more of the same . 
Public schools need to reform themaelves with the resources that they 
ha.ve on hand. Failing referenda are blocking the road tovard continuous 
add-on reform.. New approaches to school reform are needed. Alternative 
education is one such approach . 
Alternative public schools usually operate on the same per pupil budgets 
as other schools at the same level within the s ame  community . Per pupil costs 
are difficult to compute in most al.ternative school s . Thie is a result of a 
constantly changing pupil population in an operation that does not follow the 
typical school da.y or calendar year . The Metropolitan Youth Center ot 
Jefferson County , Colorado , report s a per pupil cost figure that is three 
times as much as the per pupil cost in the Jefferson County system. 22 This 
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is not total picture , however , as the student s of Metropolitan Youth Center 
tend to complete course requirements in one-tbird less t ime than the typical 
high school student and teachers spend more than one-fourth of their pupil 
contact time outside the classroom setting . 
Sometimes alternative schools s ave money in unusual ways . For instance , 
an alternative school for disruptive students should enable traditional 
schools to have larger pupil-teacher rat ios since the disruptive student s that 
demand a lot of teacher time are no longer present . 
Plant facilities have proven to be another area of alternat ive school 
operation where cost savings have been achieved cons istently . This has been 
because most of the schools have used facilities such as unoccupied portable 
classrooms , empty elementary buildings , church baeement s ,  abandoned former 
high scbool buildinga , etc . These kinds of savings should be credited. to an 
alternative school when per pupil costs a.re being determined. 
Not all educational decis ions , however . should be made on the basis of 
costs . Sometimes a little extra money spent in education can prevent a lot 
of money being spent in other areas , such as welfare and penal. institutions . 
Since alternative schools are often times experimental in nature , funds 
for them ean aom.times be acquired through categorical state or federal aid 
or private foundations . The pitfalls of this are the constraints imposed by 
the funding agency . Such constraints may lead to major changes in the original 
objectives ot the alternative schools . 
There has been little opposition to alternative schools based upon 
their operating cost s ; and budgetary problems are likely to be no greater tor 
the alternative school than for the traditional school as long as parents and 
students feel they have a real voice in the type of educ ation the school pro­
vides and as long as the district is att empting to s atisfy their needs . 
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A creative and dedicated staff will help make this possible . 
Staffin& Alterp.ative School!. 
As in a. traditional school , the single most important ta.ctor determin­
ing the success of an alternative school 18 the teacher . The teacher is the 
heart of the program . Realizing this , the following liat of cbe.ra.cteristics 
to look tor when interviewing candidates for teacher positions is suggested 
by Jenninga . 23 The candidate should: 
l .  like teaching, students , and people in general 
2 .  have a knowledge or general educational goals and philosophies 
3 .  recognize that education ' s  major outcome should be an effective 
person and a reaponsible citizen 
4 .  have skill and expertise in a particular subj ect 
5 .  acknowledge that all curricular areas potentially are equally 
important to a student ' s  education 
6.  recognize that education can be improved and have the ability 
to art iculate some needed improvements 
7 .  be flexible and open to new ideas 
8 .  be open to student and parent participation in assessing the 
alternative program ' s  success 
9.  be willing to make a commitment ot as much time u the j ob  takes 
10. be interested in a variety of activities that a.re personally ful­
filling . 
11 . have good ph;rsical and mental health tor the rigors and demands 
of the j ob 
12 . be villing to undergo the necessary training to improve skills , 
suoh as counseling , keeping records , communicating , and community 
involvement 
1 3 .  have supervisory- and organi zational ability 
14 . have tolerance of uncertainty and ambiguity 
1 5 . have knowledge about alternative programs through experience , 
visitation , or reading . 
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With the exception of item number 15 , it 1a hard for this author to see 
how this list or characteristic s desired of teachers for alternative schools 
di ffers from tho•• desired of teachers for traditional schools . It this i s  
true , then it should be no harder t o  find good teachers for alternative 
sohoola than it is tor traditional schools . 
There ill no question , however , that item number 15 does have unique 
requirements .  Responding to thi s growing demand tor non-traditional teachers , 
a few colleges and universities have created teacher education programs that 
focus on emerging roles in alternative public schools . This type of program 
can be found at such colleges and universities as Indiana University , the 
University of North Dakota. , the University of Massachusetts , Mankato State 
College and San Francisco State Univers ity . 
A number of other colleges and universities have initiated courses on 
alternative public schools . Such courses can be found at Central Michiga.n. 
University , California State University , Glas sboro State College , the 
University of Colorado , Washington University and the University ot Briti sh 
Columbia. . 
Most alternative schools have attracted young , radical teachers that 
were eager to explore the new dimensions of freedom . The alternative schools 
that have been most succes s ful ,  however , have been ones that had a few more 
mature teachers from the traditional schools . 
Alternative schools have also expanded the concept of "teacher" since 
they have also used part-time teachers , volunteers from the community , 
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parent s ,  undergraduate and graduate students, and. Gheir own students . 
A staft' consisting of thi s many di fferent types ot teachers in e. school 
with so Jl1&D.Y' unique learning opportunities would present many administrative 
challenges .  
A�ni ster�!Y) Alternative Schools 
The challenges of administering an alternative school fall into two 
main categories - the role of building administrator and the methods of 
governance .  
Somehov the administrator of an alternative school i s  expected to be 
di fferent from the principal of a traditional school . Most school principals 
spend their time maintaining their organizations . This role is totally 
di fterent 9 however � from the role of a change agent and the leadership be­
haviors required for developing alternative schools . In this instance .  leader­
ship means the skills and behaviors nece ssary to meet the needs of the school • 
.Among these skills are the ability to conceptualize , communicate , and 
gain agreement to the developmental stages through which a school must evolve ; 
the ability to involve the community ; the ability to initiate a new system or 
decision malting ; and the ability to adapt . 24 
Implied by these concepts is the idea that some form of shared dec i s ion 
making is germa.n.e to alternative schools . The crit ical issue that those 
developing alternative schools need to reali ze is that all governance matters 
are determined through di scussion in the pla.nning stages so that lines of 
communications are clear , state regulations and la.vs are known , and that 
individual school procedures are developed PY' those who will be subjected to 
their restraints or conditions . 
After the di scus sion , the next step i s  to put the ideas into practice . 
What are the appropriate organizational structures ? Each alternative school 
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develops it s own decisi on-ma.king groups and its own nomenclature , but the 
following structures , suggested by Glatthorn , 25 seem to be the most common . 
l .  The "board" that makes policies that apply only to the alternative 
school 
2 .  The "group" , somewhat analogous to the homeroom, that meets 
regularly for administrative business , group guidance and social act ivit ies 
3 .  The ''town meeting" that consists of the ent ire student body 
4 .  Standing and � !!2.£_ committees 
5 .  Staff meetings 
6 .  A tul.l-time administrator . 
No two alternative schools will set up the same structures for deci sion 
making , but the ones that are established should be efficient , rational , 
humanistic , and unifying . Some start out assuming that no rules are needed , 
that beautiful. youth are naturally good, and that they will work together in 
a climate of love and harmony . Unt'ortunately. this is not true . Young 
people , like the rest of us ,  need limits in order to grow. Freedom is most 
meaningful for everyone within a context of' limits .  When student s have a 
hand in establishing these limits ,  they !I.re more liltely to support them . 
After all the rules and polic ies and procedures have been set up for e.n 
e.lternative school , some form of evaluation will have to be planned to see 
if they have produced the desired result s . 
!!!luatio11 
The final component in the process ot implementing an alternative school 
involves accountability . Some syst em of evaluation needs to be developed to 
determine the effectiveness of the school , but , to date , no system has been 
developed very well . 
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Johnston and Parker think there are a.t least f'our re
asons tor th.is . 26 
First 18 the :perception or those devel.oping and wrking in
 alternatives. that 
evalua.tions based on the theories of behavioral scienc
e have no application 
to the outcome• aougbt in al.ternative public achoola .  
Second is the practi-
cal tear that conventional sohool evaluation procedur
es may not be used as 
tools tor program. improvement , 'but •• wee.pons to close
 alternative schools .  
'.l'hird i• alternative school programs and students prov
ide di tticultiee in 
admilliaterin1 conventional. evaluation designs . Pourth 
ia that alternat ive 
and traditional. pedagogies are baaed upon contlieting th
eories ot pedagogy 
and knowleqe . 
Btrtore alternative schoolers decide that evaluation can
 not be done 
adequately , it would probably be good to remember th
e purposes or evaluation . 
There are at least tour . First • and. also ot the higb
est priority , is the 
purpose or s•lt-1mprovement since result• or evaluat
ion attect planning . 
Second, evaluation creat•s a. credibility nth the
 public . Third , evaluation 
provides a basi s  tor d�ermining vhicb etrategies 
ot chance work . Fourth , 
evaluation of the program. helpt develop an und
erstanding ot student evaluation .  
What to meas� to see it the sohoel ' s  obj ectives hav
e been met is not 
an easy thing to agree upon . Some examples of e.apec
ts that can be evaluated 
are the attitude• ot the c ommunity , start , stud
ents . and parents ;  community 
participation ; academic achievement and participati
on ; attend.a.nee end di s-
cipline data ; follow up data of school ' s  graduat
es ; development and growth 
of school ; and student activiti•• inside and outs
ide of the school . Of 
course , the school ' s  objectives will determine whi
ch aspects are evaluated 
and to what depth . 
Accountability in education is  here . Educat
ional programa , and. especially 
new and innovative ones will have to develop 
their own system or evaluation 
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or face being evaluated by someone outf!lide the program. It is bet.tel" to a.ct 
th.an react . Evaluation ie but one problem that must be administered i t'  
alternative school• are to succeed . There are others . 
Probleu 
�opian seeker• soon learn that alternative schools are not a panacea . 
As a •tter ot tact , they have about the same number ot problems as do larger 
a.ud traditional acbools . The extent and degree of the•• problem.a will vary 
trom community to oommuui'ty , but below are soae ot the more common problems 
that have been obeerved to date . 
In some cODIJIUnities there is an image problem with the alternative 
school ooncept . Some people think that the alternative school i s  the place 
to send someone else ' s  children . Pa.rt ot this problem ha.a stemmed from the 
tact that some alternative schools have be n nothing more than dumping 
grounds for diarupti ve students and the.t some are attempting to meet the 
need.a or dropout s and potential dropouts .  They see the al.ternat ive school 
aa a place where students and. prot'eHionals have unlimited treedom and where 
little ia taught or learned . For Yhatever the c aus e , some a4mini1trator1 ,  
teachers , parents ,  and other comunity members meiy be suspicious ot the idea 
or developing an alternative school . 
other problems arise When an alternative school 1•  established premature­
ly and an adequate understanding does not exi st among the people involved . 
Sometimes an enthusiastic prof'esaional , board member , or vested-interest 
group attempt• to eta.rt an alt ernative school without first analyzing local 
needs and opinions . Educational tad.diam may &leo cause problems . Just 
because one co1111unity ha• a auccess tul alternative school ia not a reason tor 
every comm.w:iity to have one . 
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Involving all the concerned parties and a.na.lyging community needs pre­
sents tbe problem ot how to provide adequate planning time . Planning time 
a.nd program development is important when any new school i s  opened , but i s  
e.bsolutel)" essential when start ing an alternative school . 
The first alt�rnative school in any comm.unity will be a novelty and , 
as such , it will probably attract much attention from the pres s ,  radio , 
televis ion , and from the community at large . Many even attract vis itors 
from out side the community . This overexposure c an  create problems . For 
instance , some students , teachers , e.nd administrators in the traditional 
schools resent the alternative because they feel their schools are effective 
a.nd equally worthy or attention . Too much exposure ot the first year ' s 
operation , Yh.ich rarely goes smoothly regard.leas of the . type of school , can 
make normal developmental problems appear to be major catastrophes to the 
community . 
The problem of evaluation that was alluded to in the previous section 
is di scussed any t ime directors or alternative schools meet . Although 
this problem can be a.ggra.vated by the problem ot lack of adequate planning 
t ime mentioned earlier , it can be minimized by integrating it into the 
planning and developmental stages . It i s  not unusual though to find an 
alternative school al.ready in operation with its staff just beginning to con­
do.er their methods of evaluation . 
In me.r>.y communities providing ad.equate funds is a problem . Even though , 
a.a di scussed earlier . alternative schools should be des isned to operate on 
relatively the same per pupil costs as tradit ional schools , providing . f\m.ds 
can still be a big problem . Considerable planning and negotiating are 
usually required to trans fer tunds from traditional school budgets to the 
alternative school that will enroll students who would otherwise have been 
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enrolled in aeveral traditional schools . It is also c ommon tor this problem 
to be worked oa at the expense of other problems . 
In addition to these major problems , there are also a number of smaller 
problems , such as marking and gradina practices , atudent record keeping pro-
cedures , college admiadon requirements , teacher tra.na tere , building codes 
and other state regulations , ad transportation arrangement • .  
SOM types of alternative achools have unique problems . For example . 
the school•v1thin-a.-1chool tac•• an addi:tiona.l set ot problema u it 11 d.i:fti­
cult to have d1tterent :rules and regulations tor ditterent groups of students 
within the same building . The achools-without ... valls also ha.Te a different 
set ot problems because maay communit ies are not used to having students 
scattered. throughout the city during regular Hhool hours. 
One problem that · DWl)" alternative 1choola have , and it i s  a problem 
that IHJ.'lY like to have ,  ia that they are overeubeoribed . This result $ in long 
waiting liata and otten tiae• teelinga ot reaentment by those who are not ad­
mitted. Ee.oh school needs to develop in advance ta.ir u.d equitable &4miasion 
procedurea . 27 
These pro'bl.ema a.nd many that can not be toresee11 oan atill be solved . 
Hill and lyres suggeat that when probleme do arise they c u.  be solved by the 
techniques that apply to the aolut ion ot any problem . 
"Determine exactl)' Yb.at the problem is ( not  just What ;you thin)t 
it ia ) ,  get all the tact s ,  develop poss ible alternative actions 
to reduce or eliminate the problem, disCUJ11 the ideas with those 
involved, and take time to let the ideas brew. Thell implement 
the ideas that will solve tbe8problem wi'th the least chance of 
nn problems being created .  n2 
Whenever fallible human beings are brought together into some common 
enterpri se about which they care deeply , problems are sure to result . This 
has not caused communities to aba.ndon the idea ot alternative schools , however ,  
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u their number is constantly increuing and the indicat.iona &re that the 
1iumber will continue to increase . 
The Future 
At tirst glance , alternative schools might ••• beeet Vitb problems . 
Thi• is not true , hovever , aad the many benefit• far outweigh the probl•• 
associated vitb the inatitut.ion ot one ot the most promising ideas in the 
field ot e4uoatiou. Some ot the maD7 promiees are listed below. Alternative 
acboola provide : 
l .  aohoo1a ot choice rather than compulaion 
2 .  ,,.,.a to make sob.cola more responaive to the pluraliatic needs 
ot the cOJlllW:lity 
3.  a structure for oozrtinue4 cb.ange and t!Mt trial ot new types of 
orpaization , •tatting, tinancing , leamin.g , ad teaching 
4 .  a'trategies tor the decentralization ot deciaion making and control 
' ·  u orpnisatioaal atnoture that vill be more respouive to change 
and to the needs ot the tuture . 
These 'be11etita and J1U1D1 other• belp account tor the increasing number of 
alternative achoola in 'the United State . In the 1974-75 achool year , the 
nuaber ot alteniat:tve public aohools identified mor.e thazLdoubled",. Over 
460 alternative school• bad been ideati tied by the tall ot 1973 and 584 'by 
the apring ot 1974 . a,- the spring Of 1975 , the number had increaaed to i .250 . 
While the grovtb in altem.ati•e public school• ha• ahitted. a little to 
new a-ta.tea , the 11&.1orit7 ot alternative• ia still clustered in a tew atatea . 
10� ot &l.l altem.at1ve schools 1d.en.titied are toun4 in nine atatea , wi�h 
California having 2� ot the 1iotal . 
'l'be moat recent listing of alternative schools bu shown a shirt in the 
types ot alternative schools that have been started cruring the le.st 18 months . 
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The moat •igniticant ohaagea haft occurred. ia the areas ot open aehools and 
schools vitbout walls . Open achools slipped from 20S ot the total alternative 
school population in 1973 to l5j in the apring ot 1915 ; schools without wall• 
decreue4 troa 22% to onl.7 6• . Continuation ach«>l• iacreued to 20� ot the 
entire al\ernative school popula.t1on 9 Minl.7 beoaue ot • California law re­
quiring all •chool di atr:l.cta to provide sueh al.1um1a.tivee , ad schools within 
aahOol• made v.p 17S ot the total. 
Four year• ago the idea ot &l.t•rnative public schools lf1tre looked upon 
u a radical coacept . 'the perception ot thi a idea has changed over the lut 
tn yean . 'l'odq , it is rl41Ved by moat u a. coaaervat1Te reaponae to local 
nudB . 29 
While adtlresaing the J'S.rat International. Converition on Options in Publia 
Education in 1913 , Dviglit Allen , Dea.n of the College ot lducation , Univereit7 
ot Ma11achuetta , nated , 
"Change• a:wtt occur at all levels . A&dniatra.tora • teachers , 
atuden'ta , parents . all ta.etiou involved v1th public education , 
lftllt recognize the need to make education more responsive to the 
real u4 tliTerae need• ot etudents . The alternative aehool move­
ment 1• going to 8\lCe"d 'Wherever we can get a road in . Some­
times it will be parents that will be the apart ; sometimes it will 
'N the kid• 'themaelna ; and aometiM• it will be teachers . admin­
istrators . or the eehool board . " 30 
It a.n alternative athool is going to be started in a community , someone 
will ban to care , someone will have to perceiTe a need , and someone will 
bave to make a proposal. 
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III . A. PROPOSAL J'Oft Al ALTIRNATIVE SCHOOL 
FOR '!'Im MIDDLl-SCHOOL--AGE SWDD'l'S OF 
DECATUR , IL IIOIS , DISTRICT 61 
III . A Propos al tor An Alternative School for the Middle-School-Age Students 
of Decatur , Illinois t Di strict 61 
Statement Qt Need 
Decatur is a Central Illinois city of over 90 , 000 people with a s chool­
age populat ion of over 19 , 000 student s . The school di strict has 25 elementary 
schools ( grades K-6 ) , 5 middle schools ( grades i-8 ) ,  and 4 high schools ( grades 
9-12 ) . There a.re approximately 3 , 000 middle-school-age students . 
An analysis ot the SRA Achievement Tests s cores of Mound Mi ddle School 
students shoved that many ot the 559 tested students are deficient in reading 
and math skills . Using ate.nine three , vhich is at least two grades behind 
normal progress , as the criteria for assuming that a student is deficient , it 
was found that out of 293 seventh graders tested 56 scored in the first , 
second , or third st&nin• in both total reading and total math . Out of the 
266 eighth, graders tested 50 scored in the first , second , or third stanine in 
both total reading and total math . City-wid.e SRA Achievement Test s scores 
shov that the Mound Middle School students are not significantly different 
from the students in the other four middle s chools ( see appendixes A end B ) . 
By extrapolation tbia would me1µ1 then that Decatur has 400 to 500 s eventh and 
eighth grade students in regular classrooms that are at least two grades be­
hind in 'both reading and math skills . M$ny of these students are frequently 
absent and many are suapended for disciplinary problems . 
Critiques of four Mound Middle School students will illustrate the plight 
of these 400 to 500 . For the purposes of thi s  study , they will be called 
Cindy , Danny , Rita . and Mark .  
Cindy i s  A .Jby'� . bhclt seventh grader who is average size for her age . 
She is the youngest of five children in a home with a working mother and no 
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father . She bas en older s i ster who. had e.n illegit imate child when she was 
en eighth grader . Although she attended only one elementary school t she pro­
gressed slowly , but never repeated a grade . Her teats scores show sh• is in 
the third eta.nine in reading and the second stanine in math and that she has 
en IQ or 89 . Her attendance is good and she is not a. disc ipline problem. 
Her mother is  very supportive of scho ls . 
Denny is a defiant , belligerent , white s even.th grader who ia below aver­
age size tor his age . He is  the older ot two boys in a home or a mother a.nd 
a chronic&lly unemployed father . His father and other relatives have spent 
time in j ail . He has ma.de little progress in the two elementary schools he 
attended , but he never repeated a grade . His tests scores show he i s  in the 
third stanine in reading and in the third stanine in ma.th and that he has an 
IQ ot 91 . He is  chronicAl.ly absent and tardy . In the first semester of the 
seventh grade he was suspended five times and has been denied busing privileges 
permanently .  Ria mother would like tor him t o  succeed in school . 
Rita is a white eighth grader who is physically mature for her age . She 
is the s econd of three children in a home with a mother and a permanently , 
disabled step-father . She has made little progres s  in the tour elementary 
schools she attended and repeated the first grade . In the seventh grade she 
failed three of the four required , maj or subj ects . Her test s  scores show she 
is in the first stanine in reading and in the second ate.nine in math and that 
she has an IQ of 81 . Sh• is chronically absent and tardy. In the first 
semester o:f the eighth grade she vas suspended thre  times . Her mother and. 
step-father have little formal education , but would like for her to continue 
going to school . 
Mark is a cheerful , black eighth grader who is above average size for his 
age . He is the older of two children in a home of a working mother and a 
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· wor�ing father .  He ha s  made little progress in the two elementary schools he 
attended and repeated the fourth grade . In the seventh grade he failed two 
ot the four required . maj or subjects . Ria tests scores ab.ow he i a  in the third 
ate.nine in readirig and in the s econd ate.nine in me.th and that be baa an IQ ot 
92 . l!il attend&zlce ia good and he is not a discipline problem. His motllet' 
and father are both very supportive of school . 
Preaent Alternative Proeama 
At the present time Decatur bu several alternative progrema in existence 
tor middle-school students .  Some of tbem are within the middle scboole s some 
are outside the middle s chool• , and one 1 •  part ot the judicie.l system. 
For ex.ample , Mound Middle Scbool bu an experimental section of students 
that :f'ollon its own un.iqwa schedule of claase• ( see Appendixes C end D ) . 
Another m14dle school s  Thomas Jetteraon Middle School , has an Interdisciplinary 
Program tor ad.vanoed student s .  All ti ve o f  the middle schools in Deoa.tur have 
a Title I reading program and a tutorial math program . .Another program c ommon 
to tour ot the t'iTe middle acboola ia tbe upgrading ot older seventh graders 
into the eighth grade at the end ot the first 1.-ater . 
There a.re also alternative programs tor middle acbool students outside 
the middle s chools . These include a Secondary A.djuatment Program ( see 
Appendix E) tor serious disciplinary problems . a Home Stuq Program ( see 
Appendix P' )  tor disabled 1tudenta and serious disciplinary problems , and. a 
program tor pre1Dant girls ( see Appendix G) . 
The program under the auspices ot the judicial system is tbe Day Probation 
Program for adjudicated students .  With this program students that get into 
trouble with the lav and that present discipline problems in the s chools a.re 
assigned to the Day Probation Center ( see Appendix H ) . 
Proposed Alternative Pros;z:am 
Middle-School Alternative Program ( MAP )  
4o . 
In light of the afore mentioned need� thia writer would like to propose 
that Decatur , Illino i s , District 61 create a middle sehool that would strass 
basic skills and explorat ion of careers . This school would s erve as an alter­
native to the traditi onal middle s chools and could be created by desi gnating 
one of the current middle schools as the MAP School . 
It would not be intended that the MAP School replace the regular school 
program which is recognized as the most desirable educational. program tor most 
student s . Rather , it would offer a viable alternative tor the potential school 
dropout . The MAP School would not be a·.terminal school , but a. transitional one 
geared to auccesst'Ul integration of etudent s back into the tradit ional high 
schools that have a larger selection ot courses than the traditional middle 
schools . 
It should be reeogni r.ed tha.t many students would not be able to me.lte the 
transition back into a traditional high school . With these students the MAP 
School would strive to develop soc ial , homemaking , and voea.t1ona.l adequacy 
that would prepare them for adulthood .  
The stress in the MAP School , therefore , would be on individualization ot 
program by empha.aizing the students ' strengths and aptitudes , remediation of 
behavioral di sorders , and developing social , homemaking . and vocational skills . 
In p;enera.l , individual. counseling . group interact ion . and where possible , the 
cooperative work trainiag progra:ma would be utili zed in the educational proces s 
for each student . 
The MAP School could serve as a central location for many of' the small 
alternative programs currently in operation .  This would make tor more effic iency 
41 . 
and a greater concentration of effort on the :problems . It might &lso, in 
time , eliminate the need. for some of the programs . 
Proposed Goa.ls And O):>Jectives 
The broad goals ot the MAP School would be to : 
1 .  Improve the socia.l , academic , bomemalting , and vocational skills of 
the students 
2 .  Improve the attitudes of the students toward school , other people . 
and lite in general 
3 .  Encourage the retention of students vho might otherwise become drop­
outs 
� .  Reduce the ea.uses of discipline problems , absenteeism ,  e.nd tardies 
to school 
5 .  Reduce the number of suspensions from school 
6 .  Increase opportunities tor. students to manage their own learning 
experiences 
7 .  Enable students to explore nev ways of gaining knowledge 
8 .  Allow teachers to use creative and innovative techniques to teach 
students 
9 .  Help students solve personal problems that may directly or indirectly 
interfere with their ability and desire to learn 
10 . Help students set and. work toward attaina.ble goe.ls 
ll . Help students become aware ot their community resources 
12 . Help students become responsible , tax-paying citizens . 
Prop<:?sed. Curric'\Uum For !he MAP School 
Since the reason for proposing an alternative school stress ing be.sic 
skills and exploration of careers was the large number of students needing this 
type of formal educat ion . the curriculum then would reflect this special emphasis . 
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The curriculum in the traditional middle s chools in Decatur consists ot 
five hours per week of English , math . science , and social studies , and two 
or three hours per week of home economics , industrie.l. arts , physical education , 
art , music , band or orchestra . 
There is no reason why all of these courses could not be offered in the 
MAP School . Of course , they would have to be modified to meet the unique 
abilities �d limitations of the students . 
One way the above courses could be ottered in a six-hour day and still 
stress basic skills and care r exploration i s  a.s follows : 
l .  l� hours per dq of reading skills , English , and sooial studies 
totally integrated 
2 .  l� hours per day of math and science totally integrated 
3 .  5 hours per week of physice.l education ,  art , and mus ic or band 
4 .  2 hours per day of' home economies or industri e.l arts .  
Thia type of program would offer sufficient time for developing bas ic , 
homemaking and vocational skills . There would be no need to provide study 
halls as all work would be done in ele.ss . The two-hour block of time provided 
for home economics or induatrie.l arts would also enable the school to utili ze 
the learning opportunities in the community . 
One advantage ot e.lternative schools is that they a.re a fertile ground 
for curricular experimentation . Indeed ,  the biggest limitation would be the 
creativeness of the staff itself' . No curriculum would be developed without 
the total involvement of' the entire staff and e.leo the students themselves . 
Sta.f fing 1)4 Proposed MAP. School 
It , as proposed , one of the current middle schools would be designated 
as the MAP School , then enough teachers to staff it would already be present 
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in the school district . In addition to these statf members , the teachers and 
para profes sionals who would no longer be needed in the traditional middle 
schools would be transferred to the MAP School . These would be the teachers 
and aides who are involved with the Title I reading and tutorial math programs . 
Some ot the other middle support personnel , such as guidance counselors ,  social 
workers , and speech correctionists , would also be relocated in the MAP School . 
All of -these would help to reduce the pupil/teacher rat io .  
The biggest problem eoncel'l'ling staffing the MAP School would be to tind 
teachers who would be effective vith this type of student . The characteri stics 
of effective teachers are discussed in the preceeding literature review. 
Selecting Students, 
Any middle-school-age student in Decatur would be allowed to attend the 
MAP School ,  but student s tor which the school would be intended would be encour­
aged to attend . 'l"be process ot encouraging students to attend vould be one 
that would involve students , teachers , pa.rents , admini strators and other support 
personnel . 
Removing the remedial programs from the traditional middle schools would 
greatly facilitate this process . In some disciplinary situations students 
might also be placed into the MAP School . It would be the responsibility of 
everyone concerned , however , to make the MAP School a desirable place to be 
and not j'UIJt a dumping grounds tor student s that have not succe�ded in tradi­
tional schools . 
Financiy The Pi-0122aed MAP Sch�l 
The proposed MAP School would not increase any operating costs t with the 
possible exception of transportation , and would provide more revenue for 
Distri ct 61 from the State School Fund since fever days would be lost because 
of absent�eism and suspensions . The distri ct would realize a cost benefit by 
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having all the current small programs centralized for greater etticieney . The 
di strict would also benefit 'by having many potential tax users being turned 
into taxpayers . 
Operating The Pro�osed MAP School 
The operation of the MAP School would not only be unique in many respects ,  
it would also be very interesting and challenging . 
In matters relating to instructional techniques , provi sions would have 
to be me.de tor teaching the students in small groups and for using individus.l­
ized instruction . Making these provi sions would also require that teachers 
be given adequate time tor planning , developing , and evaluating learning 
activities and materials and student progress . 
Students who are behind academically are traditionally behind in social 
development and seldom get involved in school activities and :f'unotions . Oppor­
tunities would need to be provided , then , for student involvement in extra­
curricular activities . social functions , and school governance .  
In the MAP School , as in any school . maintaining good disc ipline would be 
of prime importance . Many teachers and administrators would shudder at the 
though"t of having a building f\ll  of students 'With a history of low academic 
achievem�H1t , but most discipline problems 'With this type of student are the 
result of frustrations from being in situations with which they are unable to 
cope . It would be necessary then to operate the MAP School in an environment as 
free of :tru.stration as possible . Individu!.1.ized instruction ,  small group work , 
and involvement of students in all phases of the operation of the school would 
be the best approach to preventing and solving this problem . No one should be 
so naive e.s to assume that the removal of frustration in students would oc eur 
instantaneously and , therefore , adequate disciplinary procedures , but ones 
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no ditterent than tor traditione.l schools , would have to be provided . 
In order tor the MAP School to operate efficiently and ettectively , it 
would be neceseary to have an adminbtra.tor ·W'b.o wuld be inspirational , in­
tuitive , patient , foresighted, tolerant , pertuasive , knowledgeable , empbatic , 
aggreaeive , adequate , eontident , creative , and tireless . 
Evaluation 
In the opinion ot thi s  writer � letter grades are by tar the most widely 
Wlderatood system ot reporting pupil progres s in school to both student s and 
parents . Letter grades , bowever , would haTe little meaning in a. school full 
of student s 'Who are &ll at lea.at two grades behind 1n reading and ma.th skills . 
Another system ot reporting pupil progress would have to be developed .  one 
way ot solving this pro'blem would be to let the teachers , students ,  and 
pa.rents vorlr. out a. method ot report ing progreas that would be mutuall1 agree­
able to everyone concerned. The evaluation should be u individualized as 
the instruction . 
The evaluation ot the MAP School as a whole would be based upon the o'b­
j ecti vea tha.t were aet torth earli er . The suceeaa ot t'Ultilling theee ob­
jectives would be determined by measurement s established by the MAP School 
personnel and approved by the achool board . 
IV . APPDDIXES 
Appendix A 
SRA Achievement - Form E 
7th Grade -- May , 1975 
Decatur , Illinois ,  District 61 
Read. Read . Total Gram. Total Ma.th Math Total Socia.1 Us e o:f 
School Comp. Vocab . Read .  Usage Spell. Lang . Cone . Co§. Math Studies Science Sources 
Grade Equivalent of' Mean 
Jet'ferson 7 . 3  6. 9 7 . 2 7 . 1 6. 9 6 . 9 7 . 1 7 . 3  7 . 1 T .  l 7 . 1 6 . 7 
Johns Hill 7. 7 1 . 1 7 . 5 7 . 5  7 . 4  7 . 4  7 . 2 1 . 1 7 . 2 7 . 9  7 . 5 7 . 5  
Mound 7 . 3  7 . 1 7 . 3  7 . 3  7. 6 7 . 4  7 . 2 7 . 3 1 . 2 7 . 5 7 . 4  7 . 1 
Roosevelt 7 . 3  6 . 9 7 . 3  7 . 2 7 . 1 7 . 1 7 . 2 7 . 3  7 . 1 T. 5 7 . 1 7 . 1 
Woodrow Wi lson 7 . 5 7 . 1 7 . 4 7 . 3  7 . 4  T. 3 7 . 1 7 .1 7 . 1 7 . 7  7 . 5 7 . 3  
City 7. 5 7. 1 7 . 3  7 . 3  7 . 4  7. 2 7 . 2 '7 . 3  7 . 1 7 . 5 7 . 2 7 . 1 
National Percentile o'f Mean 
Jefferson 44 38 40 40 38 37 38 41 39 39 40 34 
Johns Hill 49 40 45 48 44 46 42 38 41 50 48 45  
Mound 44 40 42 45 46 46 42 41 41 45  45 39 
Roosevelt 44  38 42 43 41 40 42 41 39 45 40 39 
Woodrov Wilson li6 40 44 45 44 43 38 38 35 4'.'( 48 42 
City 46 40 42 45 44 41 42 lil 39 45 42 39 
Local Percentile of Mean 
Jefferson 45 40 44 44 45 43 47 53 �8 41 47 45  
Johns Hill 51 43 51 5l. 51 53 51 49 51 48 56 5 3  
Mound 45 43 47 49 �4 53 51 5 3  51 46 49 51 
Roosevelt 45 40 47 46 47 46 51 53 48 46 49 45 
Woodrow Wilson 48 43 49 49 51 46 47 49 47 48 52 5 3  
City 48 1'3  47 49 51 47 51 53 48 46 52 48 
Appendix B 
SRA Achievement - Form E 
8th Grade -- May , 1975 
Decatur , Illinois ,  District 61 
Read . Read . Total Gram . Total Math Math Total Social Use of 
School Comp . yocab . Read . Usage Spell . Lang. Cone . CQml? .  Math Studies Science Sources --
Grade Equivalent of' Mean 
Jefferson 8 . 1  8 . 2  8 . 2  7 . 5 7 . 6 7 . 7  8 . 4 8 . 3 8 . 4  8 . 1 8 . 3 7 . 5  
Johns Hill 8 . 4  8 . 5 8 . 5 8 . 6  9 . 1 8 . 8  8 . 9 9. 1 9 . 1 8 . 6  9 . 1 8 . 1  
Mound 1. 6 8 . 8  8 . 2  7 . 8 9 . 7  8 . 7 8 . 1  8 . 1  8 . 1  8 . 1  8 . 5 7 . 7  
Roosevelt 8 . 1  8 . 1  8 . 1  8 . 1  8 . 3 8. 1 8 . 1  8 . 1  8 . 1  8 . 1  8 . 5 7 . 7  
Wood.row Wilson 8. 9 8 . 8  8 . 9 8 . 9 9 . 1 8 . 9 9 . 4 8 . 3 8 . 7 8 . 8  9 . 1 8 . 7 
City 8 . 2  8 . 5 8 . 3 8 . 1  8 . 6  8 . 4 8 . 4  8 . 3 8 . 4  8 . 2  8 . 8  7 . 9  
National Percentile of Mean 
.Jefferson 40 41 41 37 34 36 44 44 45 39 41 33  
Johns Hill 46 44 46 49 51 51 49 52 52 47 52 42 
Mound 34 47 41 40 59 49 39 41 41 39 44  36 
Roosevelt 40 38 40 43  42  42 39 41 41  39 44 36 
Woodrov Wilson 52 47 51 52 51 53  5 3  44 48 49 52 49 
City 43  44 4 3  4 3  47 45 44 44 45 42 48 39 
Local Percentile of' Mean 
Jefferson 45  43  46  4o 47 39 47 48 49 47 44 36 
Johns Hill 50 46 49 51 52 5 3  52 56 56 54 53 4 4  
Mound 41 49 46 43 60 51 4 3  4 5  4 5  47 47 39 
Roosevelt 4 5  40  4 4  45 44 44 4 3  4 5 45 47 47 39 
Woodrow Wilson 55 49  53 54 52 55 58 48 52 56 5 3  51 
City 48 46 47 45 48 48 47 48 49 49 50 41 
ApPeadix c 
Schedule of a llegular Section or Students at Mound Middle 
School in Decatur , Illinois , District 61 
SXCTIOI 7-l 
HOMEROOM 111 MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY 
Mrs . Libert 
l Social Social Soc ial Social. 
6 : 30 - 9 : 30 Btudi•• studies Studi•• Studies 
lll lll lll lll 
2 Sc ience Science Science Sc ience 
9 : 3S-l0 : 30 212 212 212 212 
Ind. Arts Ind . Art •  
3 P . E .  302 P . E .  302 
10 : 35-11 : 30 301 Home le .  301 Home le .  
208 206 
4A 
11 : 35-12 : 00 LUICH LUNCH LUBCH LUNCH 
4B lllnglish English Inglish English 
12 : 05-12 : 30 102 102 102 102 
4c Engliah English English lngli•h 
12 : 35-1 : 00  102 102 102 102 
5 Math Math Math Math 
1 : 05 - 2 :00 101 101 101 101 
Band 308 Oreb . 308 Band 308 Oreb . 308 
6 Study 102 Music 205 Study 102 Music 205 
2 : 05 - '.3 : 00  Music 205 ( Band Music 205 (Bud 
{Orch . Members ) ( Oreb. Members ) 
Members ) Memben } 
J'B�DAY 
Social 
Studies 
lll 
Se ience 
212 
Orchestra. 
308 
Stu(b' 
302 
LUNCH 
English 
102 
English 
102 
Me.th 
101 
:Band 308 
Study 112 
Ap:eendix D 
Schedule of an Exocn-imenta.1 Section of Students at 
Mound Middle School in Decatur . Illinois , District 61 
SECTION 7-11 
HOMEROOM 209 MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY 
Mrs . Hantel 
l Reading Rea.dins Reading Reading 
8 : 30-9 : 30 207 207 207 207 
Ma.th 107 Math 107 Math 107 Me.th 107 
Ind . Arts Ind . Art s  
2 302 302 
9 : 35-10 : 30 Home Ee .  P . E . Home Ee . P . E .  
206 301 206 301 
3 Social Social Social Social 
10 : 35-11 : 30 Studies Studies Studies Studies 
lll 111 111 111 
4A English English English English 
11 :35-12 : 00 111 111 lll lll 
4:S 
12 : 05-12 : 30 LUNCH LUNCH LUNCH LUNCH 
4C English English English English 
12 : 35-1 : 00 IMC IMC IMC IMC 
Ind. Arts Ind . Arte 
5 Art 302 Art 302 
1 : 05-2 : 00 204 Home Ee .  204 Home Ee . 
206 206 
6 Reading Rea.ding Reading Ree.ding 
2 : 05-3 : 00 207 207 207 207 
Ma.th 107 Math 107 Math 107 Math 107 
-
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FRIDAY 
Reading 
207 
Math 107 
Ind . Arts 
302 
Home Ee .  
206 
Social 
Studies 
111 
Engli sh 
111 
LUNCH 
English 
IMC 
Art 
204 
Reading 
207 
Ma.th 107 
Append;ix 1ll 
- MACO'N-PL\TT SPECIAL IDUCATIOW SECOJDARY ADJUSTMENT PROGRAM 
MIDDLE AND HIGH SCROOL _ _ __ ...... 
Statt : 4 teachers (one acting as a su�1or ) 
ti aidee 
support trom a school Psychologi st ,. Attendance Otficera . Title I 
and a. Social Worker 
The Social Worker : 
Work• with each teacher . 
Attends all stattugs . 
Helps establish a workable , total program tor each student . 
CoUllsel individual students . 
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Make home vi aita , counsel parents , and compiles a tud.ly history. 
Serves as a "reward" tor students . 
Follow up with the student and tamil7 atter return to regular classes . 
Teacher-Coordinator : 
Plans and leads orientation ot new te&ehera and aides in the tall . 
Attends all staftinga . 
Works with the teacher and aocial W'Orker to develop individua.l programs 
tor each student . 
Calla and leads department meetings u neceasary . 
Informa high school teachers ot vocational opportunities available 
to students .  
l .  Re-aha.pa behaviors that contr1 buted to the student ' •  enrollment in the 
Secondary Adjustment Program. 
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2 .  Provide the student with a challenging educational program at his level . 
3 .  Provide opportunities tor appropriate social interaction among students 
e.nd atat:r. 
4 .  Prepare the student to re-enter his :regular attendance center . 
5 .  Acquaint the atudent with the world of work plus educational and voce.-
tional opportunities beyond high school . 
6 .  Guide the students toward appropriate recreational activities . 
7 .  Provide whenever poaeible insight into the cause of tlut behaviors that 
contributed to the student ' s  enrollment into Secondary Adjustment Program 
and otter findings to appropriate attendance center .  
B .  Hold parent meetings . 
9 .  'Follow progrcunJ o t  those students who are re-integrated to their attend-
&nee center . 
/ 
10 . Devote e. short period of time ea.oh day to teaching self-disciplinary 
teohniquea . 
ll . Include school psychologist and/or social worker with various sessions 
dealing vi.th understanding others and ve.rioua other subjects . 
lUWERRAt PROC!DURES 
l .  Each Middle School and High School should exhaust all means at their dis-
poeal ot solving the student ' •  problems within the school setting . 
2 .  When it is :t'elt that the school problems involving the atudent are too 
intense to be solved at the regular attendance center , the school adminis-
tration should reter the case to the Director ot Secondary Schools . 
3 .  The Director ot Secondary Schools will discuss the :m.e.tter with the staff 
of the respective school and call the student ar.id his parents to his office 
f'or a conference .  Thi s wi ll be followed by another conference with the 
initiating school . 
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4 .  At thi s conf'erence t  the Director of' Second.a.r;r Schools will determin-e 
whether the student should re-enter school under specified conditions or 
whether alternative placement is neces sary .  
5 .  The Director or Secondary Schools will review with the parents the various 
alternative placements including : 
The Secondary Ad.juetment Program 
The � Probat ion Center 
Home Study 
Residential Placement 
Webster-Cantrell Program (Residents only ) 
6 .  I t  the Secondary Adjustment Program seems J10at appropriate . the Director 
ot Secondary Schools will refer the student to the Assistant Di rectot ot 
Special Education tor possible placement . 
7 .  Special Education will set up a staffing with the school t o  determine if 
they are able to provide a program to meet the specific needs or the 
student . 
8 .  I t  placement in the Secondary AdJ uatment Progre.m is  the eoncensus ot the 
•tatting . Special Bducation will schedule a conference with the parents 
end student to t'ul.17 explain the program and the expectatione . 
9 .  If' i t  i s  decided a.t the st affing that placement in thi s program is not 
appropriate , the student will be referred be.ck to the Director of Second­
ary Education with the reason• giTen for not plac ing the student . 
10 . If a student enrolled in the Secondary Adjustment Program demonstrates 
no progress emd doe• not cooperate with the statt and :tollow the program. 
ru.los , a re-staffing should be held to consider alternative placement or 
expulsion . 
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Al,?pendix F 
HOME AND HOSPITAL PROGRAM 
The Macon-Piatt Special Education Di strict handles the Home and Hospital 
Program for Decatur District #61 . It consi sts ot instruct ional services pro­
vided by qualified teachers to a student in his home or in a hospital .  
Home and/or hospital services may begin as soon as eligibility has been 
establi shed and the student ' s  physical and mental health allow. Any student 
�hose health or physical impattment > in the opinion of a licensed medical 
en.miner , vill cause him to be absent f"rom school two consecutive weeks , may 
qualify it school personnel determine that he can edueationally benefit from 
such a program . Such a program may also be detennined to be the most appropri­
ate and effective for other st�dent s as determined by a case study e.nd a multi­
,diseiplinary sta:ff conference .  
Such instruction shall be scheduled on days when school is  regularly in 
session . It may be provided during the summer to complete the preceding year ' s 
educational program. Usually this instruction cons ists or daily teaching of' 
one hour on th.a elementary level , one a.nd one half hours on the middle school 
level , and two hours per day on the high school level . 
The Special Education Office should be contacted when it is  anticipated 
that a student will be out of school two veeks or longer . The form for the 
doctor ' s  statement vill be taken to him by the parents IUld once received by the 
Special Educat ion Office , a teacher will be assigned . The teacher vill make 
contact with the student ' s attendance center to secure his program and pick 
up books and other materials . She will keep in contact with the school to 
keep the child up with hi s cl&JJa .  She will also make contact with the home 
to establish a suitable schedule for the instruction . A quiet place should 
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be provided by the home for the instruction and there must be an adult present 
in the home �hile the program is in progress .  
The Special Education Office will advise the school when the student is 
to be dropped from their enrollment to Rome Study. When the student receives 
a release (note from doctor ) to return to school the Spec ial Education Office 
will advise the school of the date the student should be re-enrolled . Student s 
can not be re-admitted to regular school without being released from Home Study 
by the Special Education Offi ce . 
I .  Eligibility 
AJ?l?!!di• G, 
SOCIALLY MALADJtJSTED 
(Type A - Pregnant Girls ) 
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A .  The girl must be certified pregnant by a pby81cian , giving the 
d&te ot confinement . 
:a .  The girl must be under 21 ;rears of age and in grades 7.,.12 . 
c .  The girl must be no more than 4 month• :from confinement upon 
entrance into the program. 
D .  The girl ia eligible whether wed or un-wed . 
II . Acbn.1ss 1on 
A..  Resident ot the Decatur School District 161 . The girl i s  directed 
to the Dean ot Girls at her respective Junior or senior high s chool 
aa soon aa she knowa she is pregnant and is dea iroua of alternate 
placement . The tolloving procedure• are followed in preparation 
· tor;  entrance to the program as soon as possible . 
l .  The Referral Form - � A - Socially Mala4Juated (Pregnant 
Girls ) is completed by the Dean ot Girls . A copy of the per-
ma.nent record c ard i s  attached. and sent to the Director of 
SR!,Sial Education , Public School Office . 
a .  The fond are then referred. to the supervisor ot the maJ:.ad.-
justed program. Re will call the Dean ot Girl• if' they need. 
more information. 
3 .  The school should collect all textbooks when the gi rl leaves 
her regular school four months before confinement . 
4 .  The supervisor of the program will consult with building 
principal � or hi s representative , to deci de what clas ses are 
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available for the girl in hi s program , a.nd what substitutions 
might be made i f  necessary . 
5 .  The supervisor will order books from the Dean of the building . 
6 .  Upon entrance into the program , the attendance will be 
handled by the supervisor . 
B .  Non-Resident of t he  Decatur School District . 
l .  Non-res ident students will be considered only when there a.re 
available facilities and teachers . 
2 .  Service i a  given t o  children from outside Di strict #61 upon 
receipt of a letter from the Superintendent stating the.t his 
di strict will pay tuition costs to District #61 . Arrangements 
for tuition charges are made with the Director of Special 
Education .  Tuition charges will be billed at the end of the 
school year when complete costs for the program are determined . 
The� will be billed for the di fference between cost s and 
state reimbursement on a weekly bas i s . 
3 .  It the girl i e  living in the Deoatur School District , but her 
parents or husband are not legal residents , arrangements must 
be made with the Director ' s  office to establish either guardian­
ship tor the girl or responsibility for tuition by the home 
district . 
4 .  Arrangements fOT transportation are made either by the home 
district or the girl ' s  parent s or hueband . 
5 .  Arrangements will be made with the home distri ct superintendent 
by the supervisor for classes which will be transferable to the 
home district . 
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6 .  Each girl will be resPo�sible to pay the regular textbook 
rental for that grade level . This will be paid at the first 
evening class . 
7 ,  Arter meeting the a.bOve requirements the same procedures tor 
entrance are followed as listed above for residents ot the 
school di strict 161 . 
IlI . On Going Program 
A .  Classes offered will b e  the same a s  those the girl was taking in 
her home school as long as facilities and staff of teachers permit . 
B.  The girle will meet tor six hous per week at the Area Vocational 
Center from 4 : 00 to 6 : 00 P . M. on Tuesday , Wednesda.y , and Thursday 
tor the duration of the school year .  
C .  The girls will be aHigned t o  classes and teachers on an individual 
basis by the supervisor of the program. This will be done at the 
Center . 
D .  Pre-natal claHes are otrered t o  the girls as regular part o f  the 
program. 
IV . Evaluation 
A.  Pupil Evaluation . 
1 .  Letter grades shall be the s ame  as in the regular school program . 
2 .  Grade reports will be made on the same forms as tor home study . 
One copy will be sent to the home school , one to the Director ' s  
office , and one will be given to the girl . 
3 .  Since each girl i s  working on an individual basis , all grades 
will be given accordingly . 
4 .  Grades will be sent out at the semester , at the completion of 
a course , or upon di smissal from the program . 
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B. Teacher Evaluation . 
l .  The supervisor of the program i s  responsible for confe:rring 
with the teachers regarding ways of improving the classroom 
program for the girls . 
2 .  The supervi sor is under the direct supervis ion of the Director 
of Special Education . 
c .  Program E'lraluation . 
l .  The ' Director ot Special Education i s  in charge or the program 
and bas the direct responsibility tor working with the teachers 
and supervisor on problems ot curriculum , instruction , over-all 
policies and procedures . 
2 .  Coordinators of spec ial areas , such as music , art , library , 
health and 1afety a.re on an "on call" basis to help the 
teachers if necessary. 
V .  Dismiseal. 
A. A girl i s  dismis sed from the program for the following reasons : 
l .  Recommendat ion by physician - At any time the designated 
physician feels that the child is phy'sical.ly able to return 
to the normal classroom s ituation , a conference is held be­
tween the supervi sor , social worker , principal and the teacher . 
2 .  Recommendat ion of supervisor - I f ,  a.s the result of a start­
ing , it seema that a girl i s  not malting sufficient progress , 
i s  emotionally unstable , or is ready to return to sehool , it 
may be dec ided that the child should be di smis sed from the 
special program . It is suggested that the following persons 
be included in such a staffing : Tbe Director , supervisor , 
teachers , and principal , or hi s represent ative from the 
regular building . 
VI .  
VII . 
VIII . 
Transportation 
A .  No transportation is  provided by School Di strict #61 . 
Textbook Rental ( See II , B ,  6 )  
Requisitions 
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A .  All textbooks are ordered from the regular school buildings by the 
Supervisor and transferred to the Type A Program. . For "out of 
district" students , books are ordered from whichever building in 
District 161 hae a supply ot texts . 
B.  Special equipment including instructional aida and materials 
required by the girls are s ecured by requisition through the 
Director ' s  office . 
61 . 
AJ?.Eendix R 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: MACON COUNTY DAY PROBATION AND EDUCATION SERVICES * 
by Wayne Cobb , Program Director , August 15 , 19i 3 .  
I .  Introduction 
As briefly as possible I vent to describe the main purpose of th• Day 
Probation Program , the services provided and Yho is to receive those 
services . I will also describe some ot the background leading to the 
orpnization of the program. Finally , I will ansver some ot the 
questions which are most :trequently asked of me .  I hope that thi s 
di scuss ion ot 'the proe;r&m ' s  background and of the services available 
will help better your understanding of vhat Maeon County Day Probation 
and Educat ion Services is all about . 
II . Background 
Several tacts have motivated the · ettorts to expand and improve the 
services ottered to adolescent s  with emotional and conduct problems . 
l )  Ma.con County , over the last tev years , has had one o f  the highest 
rates of juveniles committed to the Department or Corrections of any 
county in Central Illinois .  2 )  The steadily increasing costs ot 
placing problemed youth coming through the court system are now in 
excess ot $360 ,000 . 00 per year . This is much more than is  spent by 
other counties or Ma.con ' • size . 3 )  Most informed observers regard 
the juvenile detention facilities as inadequate at best . 4 )  Macon 
County has a ver.r high drop-out rate (over 20% ) and in the past five 
* Thia program is funded by a grant through the Illinois Law Enforcement 
Commission .  Grant IT97 , May 25 , 1973 . Additional funds are provided 
by Macon County and Webster and Cantrell Halls . 
years has ha<J. the highest rate of' teen-age unwed mothers in Central 
Illinoi s .  'l'beae and other tacts have spurred ef':forts to develop 
services designed to deal Yi.th these problems . The De¥ Probat ion 
Program has been one result of' thi s wrk . 
There have b.e.n many people involved in the development of' the Day 
Probation Program . These concerned individuals have approached the 
area or juvenile problems f'rom diverse points of view. Members of the 
County Board of SUpervisors , juvenile judges a.nd their juvenile proba-
tion staffs , the United Way ,  public school personnel , mental health 
staff , and individual.I associated with the group homes in Macon County , 
Webster and Cantrell Ralls ,  have all been instrumental in the develop-
ment of a comprehensive plan for dealing with the problems of delinquent 
- adolescents . While the individuals involved are too numerous to mention , 
one effort bears special mention . During the put year the Boards of 
Directors of Webster Hall for Girls and C&ntrell Rall for Boys completed 
' 
an agreement which committed the respective Boards and their professional 
starts to cooperate in the development or a comprehensive plan tor pro-
viding services tor delinquent adolescent s  in Dec•tur and Macon County . 
A part of this comprehensive plan was the provis ion for a Day Probation 
Program to serve adjudicated adolescent s  in Macon County . With this 
objective in mind , representatives or the j oint Webster-Cantrell 
Committee , the Macon County Board and the Department of Mental Health 
submitted a grant requesting tun.ding for a Day Probation Program to 
the Illinois Law Enforcement Commission ( I . L . E . C . ) during the early 
spring of 1973 . After several revisions , the grant vas finally approved 
on May 25 , 1973 , with the program scheduled to begin July 1 �  1973 , 
III . Our Services and Our Clients 
Tbe Day Probation grant approved by I . L . E . C .  provided for the development 
ot the tolloving organi ae.tion . Overall responsibility tor the operation 
of the program is as signed to a Boa.rd of' Directors . Tbis Board of 
Directors presently has ten members . Two members are appointed by the 
Macon County .Boa.rd of Supervi sors , tvo by the Board ot Directors of 
Webster Hall , two by the Board or Directors ot Cantrell Hall , and 
one ea.ch by the Piatt , Moultrie , DeWitt , and Shelby County Boards . 
Serving in an advisory cape.city to the Board and the Director is a 
Professional Advisory Committee . Responsible to the Board for the 
day-to-day operations of the Day Probat ion Program is the Director and 
six start . The staff consists of two Youth Counselors , a Vocational 
Counse1or , and Evaluator , Seere$ary and. a Bookkeeper . The job of the Day 
Probation staff is to help the adjudicated youngsters assigned to the 
program. achieve a succes s ful  probat ion . Our clients are adolescents 
on probation and are attending the Day Probation Program as a � ot 
probation . These young people are assigned to us by the judges ot the 
f'ive counties in the CIRCLE sub-division ot the Illinoi s tav Enforcement 
Commis s ion :  Macon , DeWitt , Piatt , Moultrie , and Shelby . The Day Pro­
bation Program , in a very real sense , i s  an extension of the probation 
programs in each of theae five counties . 
In providing thes e services , the Day Probation Program must work in coop­
eration with allied agencies . First and f'orem.ost the Day Probation Pro­
gram must function as an integral part of the juvenile justice system. 
In addition , the Day Probation Program must act in conjunction with the 
various school systems in the CIRCLE area . It is  a further goal of the 
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program that the Director and the Board cont inue to work vith the Joint 
Committee of Webster and Cantrell He.lls in cont inuing to develop the 
comprehensive services planned as a part ot the Webster-Cantrell Joint 
Agreement . Other agenc ies rltb vhi ch Day Probation will cooperate are 
ment&l health agencies . both local. and state , Division of Vocational 
Rehabilitat ion and Children and Family Services . 
The services offered by the Day Probation Program are of two types . 
The first is  educational . The second is counsel.ing . As a part of' the 
educational s ervices , youngsters assigned to the Day Probat ion Program 
have available the services ot two special educators assigned to the 
program by Dec atur District 161 . These educators help the youngsters 
overcome academic problems or clas sroom behavior problems . The objective 
is to return the youngsters to public school . i f  poss ible . The counseling 
servioe1 are provided by two Youth Counselors and one Vocational Counselor . 
The Youth Counselors help the youngsters in the program Yi.th personal/ 
social :problems and family living problems . /!!$ often as possible the 
youngsters stay at home where the problem• usually are , and they and their 
families a.re helped to deal with their di fficulties .  The Vocational 
Counselor provides vocational evaluation and work-adjustment training . 
The oounaelor 1 s  main job is to teach the youngsters how to get jobs 
and how to keep them. The priority in the educational services is to 
get the child to fini sh school , i f  possible . The priority or the counsel­
ing services is to keep the child in the comm.unity a.nd functioning as 
effectively as possible . 
Admi ssiOE.!, 
According to the condit ions described in the Illinois Lav Enforcement 
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Com.mi ssion Grant , the youngstel."'s assigned to the program must meet cer-
tain criteria . The first criterion is that they must be adjudicated . 
The youngsters assigned to the program are assigned by a judge at a di s-
pos ition hearing on the recommendation of the probation officer . A 
second criterion , which is a prohibitive condition , is that T . M . H  young-
sters may not be a part of the program. A third criterion vhieh is also 
prohibitive , is that youngsters below the age or thirteen a.nd who are 
also belo'V grade seven may not attend. the program. In general , the 
youngsters assigned to the program are of a pre-delinquent nature . They 
tend to be first and second offenders , and their offenses are usually 
not hard-core criminal . 
IV . Program Obj ectives 
The Day Probation Program has a number ot specific obj ectives . These 
include : 1 )  to reduce the number ot adolescents involved in the court 
system who are referred to services out-of-county or out-of-state . 2 )  
to signi :f'iear\tly reduee the high school drop-out rate of youngsters 
served. , 3 )  to s ignitieantly reduce the rate of referrals to the Depart­
ment of Corrections , 4 )  to improve the quality of family life tor those 
youngsters reJl'J&ining with their families , 5 )  to find adequate placements 
within Macon County for those youngsters for whom return to natural 
families is not feasible . and 6 )  to enable the youngsters to find 
di fferent , more benefic ial friends with whom to identify .  
V .  Frequent Questions 
Q :  Can non-adjudicated minors at end the pro�a.m? 
A :  No 
Q :  Can �oungsters from outside Macon County attend? 
A: Yes , e.ny youngster (who meet a the other admiss ion criteria ) from 
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DeWitt , Piatt , Moultrie , or Shelby count i es c an  attend the program. 
Q :  What about transportation for youngsters living outside Macon 
County? 
A.  The Day Probation Program does not have a transportation budget . 
The probation office will need to a.rra.nge tor transportat ion . A 
limited number can also spend week nights at Webster or Cantrell 
Halls . 
Q:  I s  there any charge ? 
A. For non-Macon County resident s there is a tuit ion charge ( $950 . 00 
per year) due District #61 . The home school districts may claim 
A . D . A. for these youngsters . Also , there i s  a $10 . 00 per day charge 
for those youngsters ste;ring at Webster or Cantrell Halls . 
Q :  Will tl;te probation office still wdntain control over the youngster? 
A: Definitely . Our job is to see the youngsters through a successful. 
probation .  The probation officer will be involved all along in this 
proces s .  
Q :  How many youngsters are you expecting to serve? 
A:  We expect to average between 20-2; youngsters using both counseling 
and f'duc ,..,t ionaJ. services and 5-10 util i s ing only the counseling 
services . 
VI . Conclus ion 
I have explained the background of the Day Probation Program , it s major 
purpose , the organizat ion o f'  the program and the services offered , who 
is eli gible for the services offered , and answered some common questions . 
The Da.y Probation Program is an exc it ing attempt to provide comprehen­
s ive , community based e.nd community SUEEO�ed s ervic e s  for problem 
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adolescents .  Continued community support or the Day Probation Program 
will , to a large extent , depend upon how mueh our services can be effec­
tive and st ill cost less than do eurrent efforts . 
